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Your work traces a distinctive path—unlike that of any other technology
critic—from a grounding in the politics of post-Cold War Eastern Europe, via
critique of Silicon Valley patter, to socio-historical debates around the relations between the Internet and neoliberalism. What was the background that
produced this evolution?

I

was born in 1984, in the Minsk region of Belarus, in a new mining town called Soligorsk, founded in the late fifties. More or less
the whole labour force was brought in from outside, and there’s
little sense of national belonging. My father’s family came from
the north of Russia; my mother, who was born near Moscow, arrived
in the seventies with a degree in mining from Ukraine. The town is
dominated by one huge state-owned enterprise that mines potassium
and produces fertilizers which sell very well on the world market: it’s
still the most profitable company in Belarus. My entire family worked
for it, from grandparents to uncles and aunts. The ussr dissolved when
I was seven, and while there may have been all sorts of problems with
living in a small city like Soligorsk, they were not linked to the ussr’s
disappearance. Under Lukashenko, who came to power when I was ten,
Belarus was officially bilingual, but Russian was the dominant language,
and growing up in Soligorsk felt just like being in a province of Russia.
We were much more connected to events in Moscow than in Minsk.
Initially there was no Belarusian television; the national media were not
very strong, so the newspapers we got, and most of the tv programmes
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we watched at home, were Russian. People in Kaliningrad probably felt
more cut off than I did in Soligorsk. Later, Lukashenko realized that if
he didn’t control the flow of media in the country, he could lose the ability to make a case for Belarus to exist as an independent state, however
pro-Russian. So he started limiting Russian programming to three or
four hours a day, and mixing in some local news and Belarusian programming. But then people like my parents bought satellite dishes and
continued watching Russian tv, not particularly because they mistrusted
Lukashenko’s politics, but because the local stuff was so boring.
How did you come to leave Belarus?
My cousin was lucky enough to have studied for her bachelor’s degree
in St Petersburg, before moving to Holland. So there was an expectation
in my family that I might be able to do something outside the country. I wanted to spend a year in a high school in the us, but that didn’t
work out. The next best thing was to go to the American University in
Bulgaria, which had been set up in the early nineties with Soros and
usaid—and maybe some State Department—money, in a former
school for communist leaders in a small town called Blagoevgrad, near
the border with Macedonia and Greece. Like Soligorsk it’s a small town,
of 70,000 people; an odd, poor place, where a lot of the students came
from the former Soviet bloc or adjacent countries: Bulgaria, Romania,
Yugoslavia, Georgia, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Mongolia. Many, like myself,
were on scholarships. There was a lot of ethnic tension on the campus
when I arrived, in 2001, soon after the Kosovo conflict. I spent four years
there, and learnt far more about the former Soviet Union than I ever
did in Belarus.
What were you studying?
The mission statement of the university was to educate the future leaders of the region, its alumni set for political careers in government or
civil society. Some did that, but its graduates mostly found themselves
working in business—in consulting, auditing or accounting firms. I
ended up double-majoring in business administration and economics.
My initial ambition was to work in an investment bank. What saved me
from that was a ten-week internship at JP Morgan in Bournemouth, of
all places, making sure all the trades went through; so if any of the traders mistyped ‘0’ as ‘1’, you would have to catch it. I never understood
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why they couldn’t just automate the process. I realized investment banking was probably not for me.
What did you do after graduating in Bulgaria?
I decided to take a year out at the European College of Liberal Arts, a
small outfit, now part of Bard College, that was also set up with American
money—in this case by a private us philanthropist obsessed with liberal arts education. It wasn’t a degree programme, but you could do a
proper humanities course there for a year, with all expenses paid. The
programme I ended up on focused on three thinkers: Freud, Marx and
Foucault, in succession. For nine months we read very widely; Lukács
on the novel, Jameson, Norbert Elias, a lot of secondary literature. It was
a very intellectually stimulating programme. But while I knew I didn’t
want to do investment banking, I also didn’t want to be an academic.
So I thought most of this study was useless. In retrospect, of course,
I’m glad I did it.
How did you get from investment banking to writing on new media?
A key influence on me was an Anglo-Dutch war reporter, Aernout Van
Lynden, who lectured in Blagoevgrad because he was married to the
Dutch ambassador to Bulgaria. The cultural standards on campus were
low, but he was a genuine intellectual, who encouraged us to read the New
York Review of Books and the ft every day. Living in Blagoevgrad—in the
middle of nowhere, essentially—those were not at all the kinds of things
people read. Most students were just focused on their careers. It was due
to him that I started reading long-form journalism and experimenting
seriously with writing in English. At the same time, in the last year or so
of college I noticed that there was a sudden flow of articles dedicated to
blogging—not just blogging as a phenomenon in itself, but as a political
tool. This was during the 2004 us presidential election, when Howard
Dean was running for the nomination of the Democratic Party. His campaign was marked by the horizontal deployment of micro-fundraising
and blogging, and an emancipatory rhetoric—‘finally we can bypass the
entrenched institutions that fund elections, and the mainstream media
that sway them’. At roughly the same time, in late 2004, I saw the same
wave of excitement about the use of these tools in the Orange Revolution
in Ukraine, where LiveJournal—a blogging platform that was very popular in the Russian-speaking world—played a significant role.
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So I felt there was something interesting here. In America you had
this discourse about the democratization of access to the media and
to fundraising, and you could already see results of these changes in
Ukraine, and earlier in Georgia and Serbia. Activists in Otpor!, the
American-sponsored opposition in Serbia, were reporting that they had
learnt how to organize protests by playing computer games. To me, this
clicked: the computer games, the text messaging, the blogging . . . My
interest in these technologies intensified. The following year, I picked
up a book written by leading analysts of the Howard Dean moment, an
edited collection called Blog!. I was perhaps a bit ahead of my cohort in
Europe in understanding that a major transformation was under way.
At this point you started writing about politics?
No, that came earlier. Around 2003, when I was at a summer school in
Berlin, I met a Russian student of journalism who was freelancing for
Akzia, a paper I’d never heard of, and she introduced me to the editor.
Akzia was distributed free in Russian cafés and places where hipsters and
intellectuals hung out, and had a quite active online presence. It wasn’t
just an entertainment and culture publication: it featured political pieces
about Russian youth and other movements, some more radical than others. They offered me a column, which is how I started in journalism—I
was writing in Russian long before English. But not about Russia: the
column was called Kosmopolit and covered a global beat—American
elections, citizen journalism and mobile technology in Brazil, online
publishing and copyright, architecture, you name it. Back in those days I
wasn’t much preoccupied with Russian politics. Had I been, given that I
was coming out of the American University in Bulgaria, where we were
fed the gospel of neoliberalism on a daily basis, I would have probably
inclined toward a Khodorkovsky-like alternative to Putin. On foreign policy issues, I identified with smaller states like Moldova or Georgia in their
various squabbles with Russia, in part because of my background—I was
still naive enough to believe that Belarus could one day join the eu.
How and when did you connect politics and technology in your work?
After 2004, I believed the story that the protesters in Ukraine and elsewhere were mobilized through text messaging and blogs. There were
elections coming up in Belarus in March 2006, so I asked myself—
what’s going to happen there? At this point I started collaborating with an
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ngo in Prague called Transitions Online, which used to be a print magazine called just Transitions, and in the late nineties became online-only.
To pay for this, they had to develop all sorts of secondary activities, so they
transformed themselves into an ngo, initially focused on teaching journalists from the former Soviet bloc how to do investigative reporting, or
Roma who wanted to write about their lives—whatever there was money
for. A lot of the funding came from parts of the Soros network concerned
with education or regional issues. Other sources of money included the
National Endowment for Democracy, Internews, maybe the German
Marshall Fund, and alongside these American organizations, the Czech
government and the Swedish International Development Agency. A lot of
it was project-by-project. Eventually Transitions Online began to express
an interest in new media—blogging, social networking etc. I offered to
write some posts for them on what was happening in this area, and event
ually took over the Belarus blog. When it became clear how quickly the
new media space was developing across the former Soviet Union, we
agreed that I would work for them full-time. That meant travelling quite
widely in the former Soviet Union, doing training sessions for them.
Where were you based in these years?
I stayed in Berlin for three and a half years—a year in the European
College of Liberal Arts, then two and a half years working for the ngo.
But by August 2008 I had become frustrated not only with ngo work,
but also with the attitude of many funders and their assumptions about
technology and politics. Soros had created Open Society Fellowships
that allowed you to work on a project from wherever you wanted. On
getting one of these, I had to decide where to be based, and reckoned
it would probably be easier to get a book published if I moved to New
York. I was already doing a lot of writing—nothing very deep, but a lot of
opinion pieces, freelancing for The Economist; of course, my name was
not attached to the articles, but I worked quite a bit on their quarterly
technology supplements and the international section of the magazine. I
already had some ideas about what was wrong with much of the received
wisdom about technology and politics.
What were these?
I was frustrated not only with the lack of the kind of results we had
expected from our projects, but also the potential damage we could be
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causing. We were supposed to be saving the world by helping to promote
democracy, but it seemed clear to me that many people, even in countries
like Belarus or Moldova, or in the Caucasus, who could have been working
on interesting projects with new media on their own, would eventually
be spoiled by us. We would arrive with a lot of money, and put them on
a grant, and they would soon start thinking very differently: ‘Great, even
if I fail I can get another grant.’ Later I began to question our objectives
too, but back then I believed in them, and thought that if our aim was
to promote an independent culture of publishing and conversation—a
kind of Habermasian public sphere—trying to engineer it by doling out
money was the wrong way to go about it.
At the same time, while the governments in power in these countries were
supposed to be our allies—at least, nobody said they were our enemies—
it was clear their priorities were the opposite of ours. We thought all we
needed to do was make these independent voices heard. But governments
very quickly began deploying tools, techniques and strategies in this new
media space that were much smarter than we had anticipated—not only
stepping up surveillance, but creating their own propaganda by hiring
bloggers, manipulating online conversations, carrying out denial-of-service attacks on websites. We weren’t raising the right questions about
this. Of course, in retrospect there was a reason why we were not asking
them. It wasn’t in the remit of the National Endowment for Democracy
to be questioning whether American companies were supplying surveillance equipment to the government of Uzbekistan.
So when I began my first book, The Net Delusion, my aim was to show
that many of the tools, platforms and techniques we were celebrating as
emancipatory could equally be turned against the very activists, dissidents and causes we were trying to promote.1 Today this sounds obvious.
But back then, most donors and most Western governments simply
assumed that dictators—or whatever they called authoritarian governments—would never be able to control ‘the Internet’, because they were
too dumb, too disorganized, too technophobic, and that this new wave of
information technology would bring about their downfall. In Washington
the narrative of the end of the Cold War encouraged this: if it was Radio
Free Europe and Xerox machines that killed off the Soviet Union, blogs
and social media could now finish the job of exporting democracy.
1

The Net Delusion: How Not to Liberate the World, New York and London 2011.
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It seemed clear to me that this framing of Internet freedom as a pillar of
us foreign policy threatened to undermine whatever potential the new
tools and platform had for creating an alternative public sphere, since
the more the American state got involved in them, the more it would tip
off other governments that something ought to be done about them. But
I was twenty-five when I wrote The Net Delusion, and thought I might
end up in a Washington think-tank, so it reads as if I’m trying to tell us
policy-makers they were setting a trap for themselves, and I was advising
them to act differently. Of course, I wouldn’t write it that way now.
You weren’t aware that the nsa far exceeded any government in the world in
its universal electronic surveillance?
No, I didn’t know about the nsa. But a lot was in the open—cyber-attacks
by the us government, for example. Already by 2006 or 2007 it was
crystal clear that there were dedicated units within the Department of
Defense whose job was to take down the websites of jihadists and other
foes, even if there was typically tension between the Pentagon and the
cia, which wanted to derive intelligence from them so didn’t want them
taken down. So when Hillary Clinton condemned countries that engage
in cyber-attacks in her 2010 speech on Internet freedom, it was the worst
kind of hypocrisy. Just as when us officials talk of supporting bloggers
everywhere, you only have to look at their actual policy in countries like
Azerbaijan or Saudi Arabia. It’s not just a contradiction on Internet freedom, but also on human rights and many other issues. These foreign
policy contradictions were reflected in my own book, where I was trying
to understand what kinds of tools and techniques Russia, China, Iran,
Egypt and other such states were developing in terms of surveillance,
censorship, buying bloggers, establishing control over companies, without paying attention to what the United States itself was doing.
How would you track that today?
Well, let’s take the example of a figure like Jared Cohen, who studied
at Stanford under Larry Diamond, and marketed himself as the next
defence/foreign policy Wunderkind. He published two books—one on
America’s response to the Rwandan genocide and another on youth
radicalization—before getting a job with the Policy Planning Staff at
the State Department in 2006, aged twenty-four. There he worked with
former Contra-controller John Negroponte, who was Deputy Secretary
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of State, and Under Secretary of State for Public Diplomacy James
Glassman, author of a hymn to the ‘new economy’ shortly before the
dot.com bubble collapsed.2 But his career really took off with Obama’s
election on a wave of technophoria. Staying on at State, Cohen used the
anti-farc mobilization of 2008 in Colombia to demonstrate the vital
importance of ‘Internet freedom’ to the State Department, claiming it
was all started by a guy on Facebook who had set up a group to protest
against the farc. In reality, of course, it was Álvaro Uribe who aired the
Facebook group in a presidential address on television, and organized
the whole affair. But in the State Department this became the showcase of how mass mobilization for good causes could be magicked up
through the new technology. Alongside Cohen, there was now Alec Ross,
in his thirties and with little background in international relations or
foreign policy, whom Obama appointed as Senior Adviser to Clinton.
This pair started arranging what they called ‘tech executive trips’. Since
the main us cultural export and basis for soft diplomacy seemed to be
technology, they decided that the ceos of these companies could help
boost America’s image abroad. So they would fly bosses from Silicon
Valley over to Mexico, Syria—where they met with Assad—or Iraq as
quasi-cultural ambassadors. Symbolically enough, Jared Cohen met
Eric Schmidt, the Google boss who is a key Obama backer, on a trip to
Baghdad. They went on to become co-authors of The New Digital Age.3
What was the political upshot of this agenda?
In 2009 the tale of the State Department’s help to the Green protests in
Iran got front-page treatment in the New York Times. The official story was
that Twitter, not knowing much about what was happening in other parts
of the world, decided to schedule maintenance of their website just as
protests were brewing in Iran after the election of Ahmadinejad, triggering outrage within the Twitter community (though how many Iranians
were using Twitter was much exaggerated). At this point, Cohen asked
one of Twitter’s senior executives to delay their maintenance, and the
story leaked (or was passed) to the New York Times. Later it was reported
that Cohen got into trouble with the White House, because this could be
read as American intervention in the Iranian elections. After the event,
James K. Glassman, Dow 36,000: The New Strategy for Profiting from the Coming
Rise in the Stock Market, New York 1999.
3
Eric Schmidt and Jared Cohen, The New Digital Age: Reshaping the Future of People,
Nations and Business, London 2013.
2
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the episode was spun to suggest the us government was at least in touch
with emerging media use. Actually, career diplomats hated all this.
Some wrote long blog posts complaining that these two youngsters were
running us foreign policy on all things digital. The episode was used by
state-owned media in Russia, Iran, China and elsewhere to prove that
Silicon Valley was just an extension of the State Department. In Russia,
you heard the first calls in government circles for something to be done
about Russian dependence on American infrastructure. Suddenly there
were moves by oligarchs close to the Kremlin to buy out the owners of
Russian internet companies, so that they could either be shut down or
have content removed if they risked provoking any social protest.
How far would you see the outcome of the Arab Spring as a vindication
of The Net Delusion?
To some extent. Many people took the book to carry a single message,
even if they rarely agreed on what it was. One group of readers thought
I was saying that the Internet would inevitably favour governments over
protesters and dissidents; another that I was suggesting the Internet led
to shallow, ineffective activism and could be dismissed by those interested in real change. Actually, my argument was that certain aspects of
digital technologies are conducive to social mobilization, and others to
suppression of mobilization—which of these tendencies predominates
largely depends on the political dynamics in a country. I also wanted to
make clear that popular discourse about these technologies was completely disconnected from three realities: that they are operated by private
companies interested, above all else, in making money; that slogans like
‘Internet freedom’ have not made old-style foreign policy considerations
suddenly disappear (American fascination with them has its roots in the
Cold War); and that their utopian appeal cannot be squared with most
of the things (cyber-attacks, surveillance, spin) the us government itself
was doing online.
So the Arab Spring did confirm many of my hunches. We learnt that
Western companies were supplying surveillance technologies to Libya
and Egypt; that the ease of horizontal mobilization afforded by social
networks is of limited help if it doesn’t generate more lasting political structures that can contest the military rule outside the squares;
that widespread celebration of the role of Twitter and Facebook in the
Arab Spring led Russia, China, and Iran to take further steps to tighten
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control over their own online resources. Much of the talk about the Arab
Spring as the arrival of a new style of digital protest, in fact, was an
updated version of modernization theory, inviting us to believe that the
use of sophisticated media leads to intellectual emancipation, greater
respect for human rights, and so forth. One look at isis’s media strategy
is enough to show that this is nonsense.
What in your view are the current ownership structures of the Internet?
I haven’t developed a complex map of the entire stack of these, and much
of my current work is on the ambiguity of this term, ‘the Internet’. But
obviously, from hardware to software, if we are speaking of companies,
these are overwhelmingly American. Samsung may have a respectable
share of the smartphone market, but its operating system—Android—is
Google’s. Which raises a further question. Android is open-source, but a
lot of open-source software is provided by companies with headquarters
in the us. Open-source software is no doubt better than closed-source,
but the fact that Android is run by Google, and integrated with other
products that Google owns, lessens the benefits of this. The outcome
is still one giant us company in control of a vast amount of traffic and
data. The initial hope with open-source software was that anyone could
examine it for any ‘backdoors’ in the code that might make it vulnerable
to agencies like the nsa. But we know that there is a huge market in
exploits.4 If you have the money, you can exploit even open-source software. Who has the money? The nsa, of course.
With free or with open-source software, at least cat-and-mouse games of
hacker-versus-surveiller are possible, whereas with closed systems like Apple’s
there’s little way of knowing what access organizations like the nsa might
have to your data.5 Shouldn’t one still make this distinction?
This is where we need to be explicit about the normative benchmarks
by which we want to assess the situation. If the question is just privacy,
Exploit: computer security term for a technique which takes advantage of a technical bug or vulnerability, for example to take control of a targeted device.
5
The usage of the term ‘hacker’ here is that derived from the technological subculture, which has connotations of diy experimentalism. This should be differentiated
from the pop-cultural usage in which the term has come to refer to the ‘crackers’
who gain unauthorized access to computer systems.
4
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then of course open-source is far better. But that doesn’t resolve the issue
of whether we want a company like Google that already has access to an
enormous reservoir of personal information to continue its expansion
and become the default provider of infrastructure—in health, education
and everything else—for the twenty-first century. The fact that some of
its services are a bit better protected from spying than Apple counterparts doesn’t address that concern. I’m no longer persuaded by the idea
that open-source software offers a kind of transnational way of escaping
the grip of the American behemoths. Though I would still encourage
other countries or governments to start thinking about ways in which
they can build their own, less compromised alternatives to them.
Since Snowden, a lot of hackers are especially concerned with government spying. For them, that’s the problem. They’re civil libertarians, and
they don’t problematize the market. Many others are concerned with
censorship. For them, the freedom to express what they want to say is
crucial, and it doesn’t really matter if it’s expressed on corporate platforms. I admire what Snowden did, but he is basically fine with Silicon
Valley so long as we eliminate firms that have weak security practices
and install far better, tighter supervision at the nsa, with more levels
of transparent control and accountability. I find this agenda—and it’s
shared by many American liberals—very hard to swallow, as it seems to
miss the encroachment of capital into everyday life by means of Silicon
Valley, which I think is probably more consequential than the encroachment of the nsa into our civil liberties. Snowden’s own proposals remain
very legalistic: if we can only establish five more stages of checks and
balances within the American juridical system, and a court that is better
controlled by the public, everything will get better.
These debates don’t touch on issues of ownership or bigger political
questions about the market. In my more recent work, I’ve argued that
we don’t yet know how to address these. The data extracted from us has
a giant value that is reflected in the balance sheets of Google, Apple and
other companies. Where does this value come from, in a Marxist sense?
Who is working for whom when you view an ad? Why should Google
or Apple be the default owners? To what extent are we being pushed
to monitor, gather and sell this data? How far is this becoming a new
frontier in the financialization of everyday life? You can’t address such
matters in terms of civil liberties.
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Isn’t the key issue the rate and degree of monopolization in this area? These
companies have grown much bigger and faster than their predecessors. It took
a lot longer for oligopolies to emerge in the automobile or aircraft industries.
Google only started in 1996.
That’s a function of the nature of the service and the network effects in
companies like Google and Facebook. The more people are on Facebook,
the more valuable it becomes, and it doesn’t really make sense to have five
competing social networks with twenty million people on each; you want
all of them on one platform. It’s the same for search engines: the more
people are using Google, the better it becomes, because every search is
in some sense a tinkering and improvement in the service. So Google’s
expansion into other domains has been very fast. Right now they do
thermostats, self-driving cars, health. Google and Facebook are even trying to bring connectivity to so-called Third World countries. For them
it’s important to get everyone in Africa and Asia online, because that’s
the next few billion eyeballs to be converted into advertising money. But
they get their customers online under very specific terms.
Facebook takes mobile operators as partners, since in poor countries
most people will get online through their mobile phones. Users pay for
what they access and download, but don’t have to pay to access Facebook.
Facebook comes free, and everything else is at a price—so that’s supposedly positive, because it’s better than paying for everything. The result is
that all other services have to establish a presence on Facebook, which
thus becomes the bottleneck and gateway through which content is fed to
users. So if you wanted to provide education to students in Africa, you’d
be better off doing it through Facebook, because they wouldn’t have to
pay for it. You would then end up with a situation where data about what
people learn is collected by a private company and used for advertising
for the rest of their lives. A relationship previously mediated only in a
limited sense by market forces is suddenly captured by a global American
corporation, for the sole reason that Facebook became the provider of
infrastructure through which people access everything else. But the case
to be made here is not just against Facebook; it’s a case against neoliberalism. A lot of the Silicon Valley-bashing that is currently so popular treats
the Valley as if it was its own historical force, completely unconnected
from everything else. In Europe, many of those attacking Silicon Valley
just represent older kinds of capitalism: publishing firms, banks etc.
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In a periodization of how all this came about, what do you see as the critical
turning points in the short but fast history of the Internet, and what are the
most important analytical distinctions to be made within it?
I’m dissatisfied, as I’ve said, with the ambiguity of the term ‘the Internet’.
From the fifties or sixties onwards, there were separate, parallel developments in software, in hardware, in networks. If you look back at the
situation in the late seventies, you find a dozen networks connecting the
globe: the payments network, the travel-reservation networks and so on.
That the network which eventually became the Internet would emerge
as the dominant system was not obvious. It took a lot of effort—in standards committees, and at the level of organizations like the International
Telecommunications Union—to make that happen. There were also
developments such as smartphone apps, which we now perceive as part of
the Internet because they run on platforms produced by giant companies
like Google, but which make more sense within the history of software
than that of internetworking. The fact that all of those histories discursively converged on the term ‘Internet’ is itself a significant historical
development. If you study the debate between 1993 and 1997, this wasn’t
the most popular term to talk about these issues; that was ‘cyberspace’.
For most of the nineties, you still had a multiplicity of different visions,
interpretations, anxieties and longings for this new world, and a lot of
competing terms for it—virtual reality, hypertext, World Wide Web,
Internet. At some point, the Internet as a medium overtook all of them
and became the organizing metacategory, while the others dropped
away. What would have changed if we had continued thinking about it
as a space rather than as a medium? Questions like these are important.
The Net isn’t a timeless, unproblematic category. I want to understand
how it became an object of analysis that incorporates all these parallel histories: in hardware, software, state-supported infrastructures,
privatization of infrastructures, and strips them of their political, economic and historical contexts to generate a typical origin story: there
was an invention—Vint Cerf and darpa—and it became this fascinating new force with a life of its own.6 Essentially, that’s our Internet
discourse at present.
darpa: the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency—a branch of the
Pentagon. Vint Cerf was a key figure in it.
6
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But isn’t there at least one objective basis for the unity of these discourses about
the Internet: that, while all these previous networks existed separately, once
the basic Internet protocol—tcp/ip—came onto the scene they all tended to
converge into a single integrated structure?
I’m happy to accept the reality of the tcp/ip protocol, while also rejecting the discursive unity of the Internet as a term. My concern is that
people assume there is a set of facts which derives directly from this
architecture, as if the services that are built on it are not operated by
companies or monitored by states. They start saying things like: it will
break the Internet, or the Internet will fail, or the Internet will not accept
it. This kind of talk is almost religious. I might even say that the Internet
does not exist. This is not to deny that there is something which I use
every day; but there’s much more continuity than many of these narratives suggest between what I use on my computer and an information
system that ran in some library forty years ago, before the Internet.
So how might we begin looking at these developments in a sharper sociohistorical perspective?
In the sixties, engineers at mit and elsewhere had a vision of computing as a public utility that looked very much like contemporary cloud
computing. Their idea was that you would have one giant computer in
a place like mit, and then in people’s houses you would get computing just as you do electricity or water. You wouldn’t need to run your
own processor or have your own hardware, since it would all be centralized in one place. At that time the big computer companies like ibm
were mostly supplying mainframe computing for big business—they
didn’t cater to personal users, families, consumers. Thanks in part to
the anti-institutional climate and counterculture of the seventies, companies like Apple challenged the dominance of those big players. It took
a lot of effort by people like Steve Jobs, and their intellectual enablers
in publications like the Whole Earth Catalog—Stewart Brand and the
countercultural wing that was promoting this do-it-yourself paradigm—
to convince consumers that computers could be owned and operated by
individuals; that they were creative new tools of liberation, and not just
machines of aggression and bureaucracy.
Unless you understand this, it’s hard to see how everything got interconnected—you needed something to interconnect. At the beginning
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you just had the universities, and it would have stayed that way if there
had been no change of mentality, no shift towards personal computing.
Today the move to cloud computing is replicating some of that early
rhetoric—except, of course, that companies now reject any analogy
with utilities, since that might open up the possibility of a publicly run,
publicly controlled infrastructure.
How should the current phenomenon of centralized ‘big data’ be located in
this broader history?
‘Big data’ isn’t something unique to the last few years. To understand
what’s driving this data collection, you need to forget Internet debates
and start focusing on the data banks selling information on the secondary market—companies like Axiom and Epsilon. Who are they selling
their data to? To banks, insurance companies, private investigators and
so on. There was a debate in the late sixties about the role and potential
abuse of data banks in America, which was not all that different from the
big data debates today. At stake was whether the us should run national
data banks and aggregate all the information collected by federal agencies into one giant database accessible to every single agency and every
single university. It was a huge debate, including on a Congressional
level. In the end the idea was killed because of privacy concerns. But a
lot of scientists and companies made a case that since the data had been
collected, it ought to be made accessible to other researchers, because
it might help us to cure cancer—exactly the sort of rhetoric you hear
now with Big Data. Nowadays the information can be produced far more
easily because everything we do is tracked by phone, smart gadget, or
computer, and this amplifies its volume. So much is now gathered that
you can argue it deserves a new name. But these Internet debates tend
to operate with a kind of amnesia, narrating everything in a kind of
abstracted history of technology.
There’s a story to be told even about Google’s main ranking algorithm,
which actually comes out of decades of work on information science and
indexing. The mechanism that Google uses to determine which items
are relevant or not—by looking at who links to what, citation patterns
etc—was developed in relation to the indexing of academic literature; it’s
not their own invention. But you would never guess that without knowing something about developments in information science. Likewise,
people looking at these ‘massive open online courses’ today don’t
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generally know that in the fifties and sixties people like B. F. Skinner
were promoting what he called ‘teaching machines’ that would dispense
with an instructor. There’s a continuous tradition of trying to automate
education. The fact that a bunch of start-ups have now moved into the
area does not erase those earlier developments. Now that ‘the Internet’
is spreading into everything—education, healthcare (with the ‘quantified self’), and all the rest—we’re in danger of ending up with a kind of
idiot history, in which everything starts in Silicon Valley, and there are
no other forces or causes.
How inevitable do you regard this drive towards technical and organizational
centralization over the last decade or so?
There are tendencies towards centralization across the board, though
there are also industry dynamics which lend a specific tempo to each
domain and layer. So what is happening with data should be distinguished from what is happening in phone manufacturing. But Google
and Facebook have figured out that they cannot be in the business of
organizing the world’s knowledge if they do not also control the sensors that generate that knowledge and the gateways through which
it passes. Which means that they have to be present at all levels—
operating systems, data, indexing—to establish control over the entire
proverbial ‘stack’.
Can we perceive any counter-tendencies at present?
Tension may arise when more and more industries and companies
realize that, if Google’s aim is not only to organize all of the world’s
knowledge, but also to run the underlying informational infrastructure
of our everyday life, it will be in a good position to disrupt all of them.
That may generate resistance. At present there is pressure on European
policy-makers to break up Google, driven by national firms—often
German capital, which, understandably, is fearful that Google could take
over the auto industry. The big media empires in Germany also have
reason to be worried by Google. So this kind of intra-industry fight might
slow things down a little. But I don’t think it will benefit citizens all that
much, since Google and Facebook are based on what seem to be natural
monopolies. Feeble calls in Europe to weaken or break them up lack any
alternative vision, economically, politically, or ecologically.
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You dismiss European resistance to Google as merely the opposition of old
firms to newer ones. Still, isn’t this a real-world pebble on the tracks of the
American juggernaut, to which you might seem to be telling people to resign
themselves, since all neoliberal cows are equally black in the night?
The continual demand by local politicians to launch a European Google,
and most of the other proposals coming out of Brussels or Berlin, are
either misguided or half-baked. What would a European Google do?
Google today is much more than a search company. It runs an operating
system for mobile phones and soon for other smart devices, a browser,
an email system, and even quite a bit of cable and broadband infrastructure. There are lots of synergies across these activities; there is no way
to replicate them by just dumping a dozen billion dollars on a university
and asking them to come up with a better search algorithm that can
outperform Google. Google will remain dominant as long as its challengers do not have the same underlying user data it controls. Better
algorithms won’t suffice.
For Europe to remain relevant, it would have to confront the fact that
data, and the infrastructure (sensors, mobile phones, and so on) which
produce them, are going to be the key to most domains of economic
activity. It’s a shame that Google has been allowed to move in and grab
all this in exchange for some free services. If Europe were really serious,
it would need to establish a different legal regime around data, perhaps
ensuring that they cannot be sold at all, and then get smaller enterprises
to develop solutions (from search to email) on top of data so protected.
How would you describe your political evolution since The Net Delusion?
Well, I originally regarded myself as in the pragmatic centre of the spectrum, more or less social democratic in outlook. My reorientation came
with an expansion of the kind of questions I was prepared to accept
as legitimate. So whereas five years ago or so, I would be content to
search for better, more effective ways to regulate the likes of Google and
Facebook, today it’s not something I spend much time on. Instead, I
am questioning who should run and own both the infrastructure and
the data running through it, since I no longer believe that we can accept
that all these services ought to be delivered by the market and regulated
only after the fact. In the course of my genealogical research into the
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history of ‘the Internet’—it’s a challenge to write it both from discursive
and materialistic standpoints—I’ve spent a fair amount of time trying
to understand what’s been happening in Silicon Valley. For no plausible story can emerge unless Silicon Valley itself is situated within some
broader historical narrative—of changes in production and consumption, changes in state forms, changes in the surveillance capabilities and
needs of the us military. There’s much to be learnt from Marxist historiography here, especially when most of the existing histories of ‘the
Internet’ seem to be stuck in some kind of ideational irrelevance, with
little to no attention to questions of capital and empire.
At some point in the summer and fall of 2013 I started paying attention
to the growing commodification of personal data. Basically, now that
everything is in one way or another mediated by Silicon Valley—all these
smart beds and smart cars and smart everything—it’s possible to capture and monetize every moment we spend awake (and, it seems, also
asleep). So we are all invited to become data entrepreneurs curating our
data portfolios. Analytically, of course, this ‘datafication’ of everything
is an extension of the much broader phenomenon of the financialization of everyday life. I spent a lot of time trying to figure out why this
is happening and how it can be stopped and it became obvious to me
that the answers to these questions had far more to do with politics
than with technology. I also realized that I could continue coming up
with alternative policy proposals all I wanted, but they still wouldn’t be
accepted, for structural reasons. The reason why Europe has such a hard
time formulating an alternative project to Silicon Valley has little to do
with any lack of knowledge or skills in Europe. It’s just that the kind
of interventions that would have to be made—lessening dependence
on American companies, promoting initiatives that do not default to
competitiveness and entrepreneurship, finding money to invest in infrastructure that would favour the interests of citizens—go clean against
what the neoliberal Europe of today stands for. Not to mention the way
in which lobbyists representing big technology companies dominate
the debate in Brussels. In other words, to understand Europe’s dealings with ‘the Internet’ we are far better off historicizing Europe rather
than ‘the Internet’. Once I had done some work on the most elementary,
perhaps even superficial level—for example, by looking at the evolution of antitrust and competition law in Europe, or the dissemination
of various ideas that used to be associated with the Third Way under the
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innocent-sounding label of ‘social innovation’—I found it very hard not
to question my own social democratic complacency.
What are the political implications of the spreading of the Internet into everything, and massive centralized data-gathering?
Technology companies can enact all sorts of political agendas, and right
now the dominant agendas enforce neoliberalism and austerity, using
centralized data to identify immigrants to be deported, or poor people
likely to default on their debts. Yet I believe there is a huge positive
potential in the accumulation of more data, in a good institutional—and
by that I mean political—setup. Once you monitor one part of my activity and offer me some proposals or predictions about it, it’s reasonable
to suppose your service would be better if you also monitored my other
activities. The fact that Google monitors my Web searches, my email, my
location, makes its predictions in each of these categories much more
accurate than if it were to monitor only one of them. If you take this logic
to its ultimate conclusion, it becomes clear you don’t want two hundred
different providers of information services—you want just one, because
the scale-effects make things much easier for users. The big question, of
course, is whether that player has to be a private capitalist corporation,
or some federated, publicly-run set of services that could reach a datasharing agreement free of monitoring by intelligence agencies.
Public transportation would probably work much better if we could
coordinate it based on everybody’s location, with some kind of predictive analytic of where you need to pick people up, as opposed to the
present rigid systems, with trains that sometimes don’t carry any passengers. That would not just cut costs, but could help to engineer a more
environment-friendly infrastructure. I wouldn’t want to oblige everyone
to wear an electronic bracelet. But I am not against monitoring devices
as such, though perhaps they should operate at country level—they
needn’t be global. If you’re trying to figure out how a non-neoliberal
regime can function in the twenty-first century and still be constructive
towards both environment and technology, you have to tackle these kinds
of questions. There’s no avoiding them. You will need some kind of basic
planning and thinking about an overall informational infrastructure for
our communal living, rather than just a clutch of services any company
can provide. Social democrats will tell you: it’s okay, we’ll just regulate
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private firms to do it. But I don’t think that’s plausible. It’s very hard to
imagine what regulating Google would mean at this point. For them,
regulating Google means making it pay more tax. Fine, let it pay more
tax. But this would do nothing to address the more fundamental issues.
For the moment we don’t have the power and resources to tackle these.
There is no political will to develop the necessary alternative vision in
Europe. Things, of course, might change—who knows what will happen if Podemos and Syriza win the elections next year? Right now all
we can do is try to articulate some kind of utopian vision of what a nonneoliberal, but technology-friendly, world might look like.
What would be the prerequisites for the relatively benign centralized ‘big data’
arrangements you envisage to come into being?
At a national level, we need governments that do not deliver the neoliberal gospel. At this point, it would take a very brave one to say, we just
don’t think private companies should run these things. We also need
governments that would take a bet and say: we believe in the privacy of
individuals, so we are not going to subject everything they do to monitoring, and we’ll have a strong legal system to back up all requests for data.
But this is where it gets tricky, because you could end up with so much
legalism corroding the infrastructure that it becomes counterproductive.
The question is how can we build a system that will actually favour citizens, and perhaps even favour some kind of competition in its search
engines. It’s primarily from data and not their algorithms that powerful
companies currently derive their advantages, and the only way to curb
that power is to take the data completely out of the market realm, so that
no company can own them. Data would accrue to citizens, and could be
shared at various social levels. Companies wanting to use them would
have to pay some kind of licensing fee, and only be able to access attributes of the information, not the entirety of it.
Unless we figure out a legal-social regime that will allow this stock of
data to grow without it ending up in the corporate silos of Google or
Facebook, we won’t get very far. But once we have it, there could be all
sorts of social experimentation. With enough data you could start planning beyond the horizon of the individual consumer—at the level of
communities, neighbourhoods, cities. That’s the only way to prevent
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centralization. Unless we change the legal status of data, we’re not going
to get very far.
You think the fundamental choice is between two different kinds of ‘big data’
world—one run by private companies such as Google and Facebook, the other
by something like the state?
I’m not saying that the system should be run by the state. But you would
have at least to pass some sort of legislation to change the status of data,
and you would need the state to enforce it. Certainly, the less the state
is involved otherwise, the better. I’m not saying that there should be a
Stasi-like operation soaking up everyone’s data. The radical left notion
of the commons probably has something to contribute here. There are
ways you can spell out a structure for this data storage, data ownership,
data sharing, that will not just default to a centrally planned and run
repository. When it’s owned by citizens, it doesn’t necessarily have to be
run by the state.
So I don’t think that those are the two only options. Another idea has
been to break up the monopoly of Google and Facebook by giving citizens ownership of their data, but without changing their fundamental
legal status. So you treat information about individuals as a commodity that they can sell. That’s Jaron Lanier’s model.7 But if you turn data
into a money-printing machine for citizens, whereby we all become
entrepreneurs, that will extend the financialization of everyday life to
the most extreme level, driving people to obsess about monetizing their
thoughts, emotions, facts, ideas—because they know that, if these can
only be articulated, perhaps they will find a buyer on the open market.
This would produce a human landscape worse even than the current
neoliberal subjectivity. I think there are only three options. We can keep
these things as they are, with Google and Facebook centralizing everything and collecting all the data, on the grounds that they have the best
algorithms and generate the best predictions, and so on. We can change
the status of data to let citizens own and sell them. Or citizens can own
their own data but not sell them, to enable a more communal planning
of their lives. That’s the option I prefer.
7

For Lanier, see Rob Lucas, ‘Xanadu as Phalanstery’, nlr 86, March–April 2014.
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So you reject the idea that the future will inevitably look like more of the same:
large-scale concentrations of computing power and data run by one monopoly
or another?
The ultimate battle lines are clear. It’s a question of whether all these
sensors, filters, profiles and algorithms can be used by citizens and
communities for some kind of emancipation from bureaucracies and
companies. If current economic, social and political trends continue, we
could conceivably end up with data-driven automation for the poor—so
that all their time can be spent working—while the rich enjoy cultivating
their senses, learning languages, getting to know art, studying. That’s
what I fear. But this isn’t a matter of the future of computing as such;
it’s about what it can be used for. On the one hand, we can foresee these
companies extending their reach ever further into everyday life, to a
point where it would become difficult to even articulate why you would
want a different model, since our use of these technologies and the politics embedded in them also permits or restricts our ways of thinking
about how to live. On the other hand, we can speculate about a utopian
future in which technology plays the role that back in the sixties Murray
Bookchin accorded it in his essays in Post-Scarcity Anarchism: helping us
to live with abundance.
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